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Lee, Hye-Kyung. 2013. Antonymy and gradability: A corpus-based approach on English
gradable antonyms. Linguistic Research 30(2), 335-354. This study examines the nature
of antonymy relations of six gradable pairs (old/young, high/low, thick/thin, wide/narrow,
big/small and tall/short) in terms of their frequencies and collocation in COCA (the
Corpus of the Contemporary American English created by Mark Davies). The
frequencies of the chosen twelve adjectives are counted and then the mean frequencies
of the unmarked members and the marked members are calculated. The results reveal
that the unmarked members of the pairs are used more frequently than their marked
counterparts, which backs up the prediction that the unmarked adjectives are employed
more frequently than their marked counterparts in general. The analysis of the
collocation of the adjectives shows that the chosen pairs differ in terms of the extent
to which they share common collocates. Four pairs (old/young, high/low, thick/thin
and wide/narrow) have common collocates, which implicates that the antonyms can
play in the same semantic fields. On the other hand, two pairs (big/small and tall/short)
do not share any collocates. Hence in terms of the common collocates, some pairs
are claimed to better qualify as antonyms than the others. The reason the latter
pairs do not have common collocates is claimed to be the presence of other salient
antonyms of one member. (Ajou University)
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1. Introduction
The antonymy relation is one of the topics which have received extensive and
intensive attention in the literature. It has also been proved that antonymy plays a
pivotal role in organization of mental lexicon and discourse (e.g., Cruse, 1986; Jones,
2002; Lyons, 1977; Murphy, 2008). Accordingly, the research on antonymy varies
th
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ranging from theoretical (e.g., Cruse, 1986; Lyons, 1977) to experimental approaches
(e.g., Paradis & Willners, 2006). Among the various types of antonymy relations,
contraries or gradable antonyms account for the vast majority of the antonymous
pairs. Also it is widely known that most gradable antonyms show the marked and
unmarked distinction.
This paper is an attempt to investigate the nature of the gradable antonyms from
the perspective of corpus linguistics. The reason a corpus is used for this study is
that corpora can provide authentic resources where the ordinary speakers’ use and
perception of gradable antonyms can be witnessed. By doing so, the paper tries to
reveal any discrepancies between researchers’ intuition on and ordinary speakers’ use
of the phenomenon under discussion.
Specifically, this study verifies the salience of the so-called unmarked member of
gradable pairs by examining the frequencies of six representative gradable pairs in a
well-established corpus, which is www.byu.edu/coca.1 The six gradable pairs are
short/tall, narrow/wide, low/high, thin/thick, young/old, and small/big. It also
examines the extent to which these representative English gradable pairs are entitled
to be antonyms by searching the words that frequently co-occur with the antonyms,
i.e., collocates. The possible reasons for the differing extent are provided.

2. Background
2.1 Antonyms and gradability
Antonymy has been proved as crucial in the mental organization of words and
discourse (e.g., Cruse, 1986; Jones, 2002; Murphy, 2008). The scope and
pervasiveness of antonymy are much greater than other meaning relations such as
synonymy and hyponymy (Jones, 2002). For instance, antonyms are acquired much
earlier than other sense relations and furthermore acquired as pairs rather than
separately (e.g., Kagan, 1984). Antonymy is also dubbed paradoxical because
1

COCA stands for the Corpus of Contemporary American English created by Mark Davies of
Brigham Young University. “The corpus contains more than 450 million words of text and is
equally divided among spoken, fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and academic texts. It
includes 20 million words each year from 1990-2012 and the corpus is also updated regularly.”
(http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/)
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antonymous words are both close and distant; antonyms share nearly all the same
semantic features except for one feature.
In the semantics literature, antonyms have been classified according to their
logical properties. Cruse (1986) and Lyons (1977), for instance, grouped antonymy
relations into such major categories as contradiction, contrariety, and converseness.2
Based on these categories, later semantic research (e.g., Jaszcsolt, 2002; Saeed, 2009)
suggests various types of antonyms, such as complementary antonyms
(contradictions), gradable antonyms (contraries), relational antonyms (converses),
directional antonyms (reverses), and taxonomic sisters. Each type is illustrated in the
examples in (1).
(1) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

dead/alive
old/young
employer/employee
up/down
red/blue

(complementary)
(gradable)
(relational)
(directional)
(taxonomic sisters)

Of main interest in the literature are still the first and the second categories. As for
complementary antonyms, if one member is negated, the state described by other
member holds. That is, they presuppose a definite ‘either-or’ mode (e.g., Paradis,
2001). On the other hand, the negation of one gradable member does not necessarily
guarantee the truth of other member, opening the possibility of being other states
than the one described by the antonyms. This is because the gradable antonyms are
based on a range of scale.3 Note that one member of a gradable pair is the
unmarked expression employed in the so-called measure expression, such as (2), and
in a how-question, such as (3).
(2) Mr. Jesperson is 75 years old.
(3) How old is your daughter?

2

3

(Quirk et al, 1985: 470)
(Quirk et al, 1985: 471)

These scholars actually used the term antonym in a more restricted sense in such a way that
antonyms only refer to gradable antonyms. The more general umbrella term opposites was
employed.
For these reasons, the first relation is called bounded and the second is called unbounded. (Paradis
and Willners, 2006)
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This classification of antonymy is mainly based on the logical properties of the
lexical items as well as on the researchers’ introspection. However, it is missing in
these semantics-oriented studies how the language users actually perceive and employ
the antonymy relations. In a bid to fill this gap, attempts have been made to
investigate antonyms from the perspective of their functions in discourse. Jones
(2002), for instance, proposed several functions of antonyms through English written
corpus. The functions proposed by Jones (2002) are roughly related to specific
English contrastive constructions. The two major categories are Ancillary and
Coordinated antonyms, exemplified in (4) and (5) below.
(4) I love to cook but I hate doing the dishes- so I’d have a dishwasher or
a family of gypsies to do the washing up. (Jones 2002: 43)
(5) The government will encourage everyone, rich and poor, to rely for
their retirement mainly on money ...
(Jones 2002: 61)
In (4), the pair love and hate have the function of generating the second antonymous
pair, to cook and doing the dishes. That is why the pair, love and hate, are dubbed
Ancillary antonyms. The example (5) contains the pair rich and poor coordinated by
the conjunction and. Here the contrast between the two antonyms is neutralized, and
thus the sentence signals inclusiveness of everyone in terms of the triggered scale of
wealth. In addition to these two major categories, minor categories are also proposed
such as Comparative, Distinguished, Transitional, Negated, Extreme, Idiomatic and
Residual antonyms. Most categories are matched with specific English constructions.
These categories are later attested in different modalities/registers in English (e.g.,
Jones, 2006; Murphy and Jones, 2008) and in a different language (i.e., Swedish)
(Murphy et al, 2009). Noteworthy is that Ancillary antonyms and Coordinated
antonyms comprise approximately 70 percent of the antonyms both in English and
Swedish (Jones, 2002). Hence from the perspective of discourse, antonyms have a
strong tendency to serve the function of signaling another contrast or to neutralize
the contrast inherent in word meanings. These studies are meaningful in that the use
of antonyms is investigated in the longer context rather than in isolation.
The categories suggested in the semantics literature are also tested against
ordinary speakers in experimental settings. For instance, Paradis and Willners (2006)
proved in their experimental study that language users do not always equate the
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negation of one complementary antonym with the affirmation of its counterpart,
contrary to the prediction of semantics-oriented studies. In Paradis and Willners’
(2006) research, several complementary pairs can be classified differently in terms of
the interpretation of their negations. For instance, in the case of the pair dead and
alive, the logical property of complementarity holds, i.e., dead and alive are judged
to be the same as not alive and not dead, respectively.4 In contrast, in the case of
the pair wrong/right, wrong was judged to the same as not right, while right was
perceived to be different from not wrong. The other two pairs, bound/free and
empty/full, also show different behavioral patterns from these two. Paradis and
Willners (2006: 1075) successfully demonstrate that “alternative readings of lexical
items are formed in context through construals that operate on their content and
configuration structure”, while ascribing the asymmetry to gradability (scaling
potential in their term) of some complementary antonyms.5 Nevertheless, as the
authors acknowledge, their research uses a very limited number of bounded
antonyms and thus more extended set is needed to draw a robust conclusion
concerning the gradability or scalar potential of complementary antonyms.
Presumably, as natural languages can function differently from logic, complementary
antonyms have the potential to be used as gradable antonyms.

2.2 Collocation and phraseology
Collocation is one of the most pivotal topics in corpus linguistics. According to
Biber et al (1998: 24), collocation refers to “the patterned way that words group
4

5

In an experimental study about the complementary antonyms, open and closed, by Kaup et al
(1986), a similar finding was reported, i.e., the subjects perceived a door that is not open to be the
same as to be closed.
Indeed, gradability of complementary antonyms was noted by theoretical semantists.
But with many terms, a proviso ‘in all conceivable in any circumstances’ seems necessary before
the inferences which establish complementarity can be accepted at valid. This is perhaps true,
for example, of dead and alive; could one not say of ghosts, or better still, vampires that they
existed in a state which was neither death nor life? (Cruse, 1986: 200)
There are occasions when we will grade a pair of normally ungradable antonyms, because we do
reject their interpretation as contradictories. ‘Male’ and ‘female’ are obvious example. ... we may
well recognize that certain people cannot be satisfactorily classified in terms of this yes/no
opposition of ‘male’ and ‘female’. (Lyons, 1977: 278-279)
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together”. Collocation can provide a means to investigate the senses of words or the
sense relations in an effective way, which conventional definitional theories of senses
cannot supply. For instance, the senses of the seemingly synonymous words, big,
large and great become differentiated by means of their collocates.
Table 1. Ten most common right collocates of big, large and great in
Longman-Lancaster Corpus (Biber et al, 1998: 46)

big
right
collocate
enough
traders

Academic prose (2.7 million words)
large
great
freq. per
right
freq. per
right
freq. per
million
collocate
million
collocate
million
2.2
number
48.3
deal
44.6
1.1
numbers
31.3
importance
12.5
and
29.4
number
8.9
scale
28.0
majority
8.1
enough
15.9
variety
7.0
proportion
11.8
extent
7.0
amount
10.7
part
4.1
quantities
10.3
care
3.3
part
10.0
advantage
2.6
extent
8.9
detail
2.6
interest
2.6

The collocational patterns in Table 1 reveal that the three synonymous words are
employed distinctively. That is, big is used in association with physical size, while
large is used to refer to amounts or quantities. On the other hand, great is used in
a wider range of senses, even though its main sense is to express amounts.
Collocational patterns can be presented by means of phraseological units or
lexical bundles. The uses of these two terms vary in the literature; they are used
synonymously (e.g., Cheng & Leung, 2012) or differently (Ädel & Erman, 2012).
According to Ädel & Erman (2012), phraseological units coincide with grammatical
units such as noun phrases or verb phrases, whereas lexical bundles refer to
multi-word sequences that recur frequently across different texts (Biber, 2010). In the
synonymous context, on the other hand, they both refer to “the recurrent contiguous
words that constitute a phrase or a pattern of use in texts or a corpus” (Cheng &
Leung, 2012: 618). Cheng & Leung (2012), for instance, examine the phraseological
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variations of five two-word lexical bundles, which are fair/value, management/risk(s),
interest/rate(s), energy/saving(s), and energy/use in HKEC and HKFSC.6 They claim
that the investigation of the phraseologies contributes to the better understanding of
language use and meaning. In any case, phraseological units or lexical bundles have
been proved to be very crucial in language learning and hence drawn intensive
research attention both in corpus linguistics and language teaching (e.g., Biber, et al,
2004; Cheng and Leung, 2012; Hyland, 2008; Lieu, 2012 and references therein). In
this study, the two terms, phraseological units and lexical bundles, will not be
differentiated, mainly because most of lexical bundles found in this study coincide
with phraseological units.

3. The study
3.1 Aims of the study
This study is an attempt to investigate the nature of the antonymy relations of
several representative gradable adjectives. For that investigation, the study has two
main aims. The first one is to verify the unmarkedness of the so-called unmarked
members of gradable pairs by showing their prominent occurrences in the corpus. It
is because the unmarked members are predicted to be used more frequently than
their marked counterparts. At the same time, by observing the collocational patterns,
it examines the extent to which the gradable antonyms actually serve as antonyms.

3.2 Materials and procedures
In order to test the aims of this paper, an investigation of a well-established
corpus was conducted, which is www.byu.edu/coca. The use of a group of gradable
antonyms was examined in the corpus. For the analysis, six pairs of gradable
antonyms were chosen based on the data used in Paradis and Willners (2006) and
Quirk et al (1985). Paradis and Willners used the Swedish gradable adjective pairs
presented in Table 2.7
6

HKEC and HKFSC are abbreviations of the Hong Kong Engineering Corpus and the Hong Kong
Financial Services Corpus respectively.
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Table 2. Gradable adjectives and their antonyms
in Paradis and Willners’(2006)

adjectives having little of the
designated property (X)
short
light
narrow
low
light
thin
ugly
cold
poor
sad

adjectives having much of the
designated property (Y)
tall
dark
wide
high
heavy
thick
beautiful
hot
rich
happy

Among the ten pairs, the pairs which are in the marked/unmarked distinction were
chosen for the analysis: short/tall, narrow/wide, low/high and thin/thick. In addition
to the four adjectival pairs, two more representative gradable adjective antonyms
were chosen from the ones suggested by Quirk et al (1985). They are young and old,
and small and big. The pairs used in the current study are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Gradable adjectives and their antonyms in the current study

adjectives having little of the
designated property (marked: X)
short
narrow
low
thin
young
small

adjectives having much of the
designated property (unmarked: Y)
tall
wide
high
thick
old
big

Then the raw occurrences of these adjectives were counted and the means of X’s
and Y’s occurrences were calculated. Next, the words collocated with the adjectives
were extracted from the corpus site. Specifically, the collocates are extracted in order
of frequency with a span of four words right and left.8 Ten most frequent collocates
7

Paradis and Willners’ (2006) research was conducted on Swedish adjectives. Their English
translations are presented in Table 2.
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of the relevant expressions were dealt with in the current study.

3.3 Results of analysis
The occurrences of the adjectives are shown in Table 4. The mean occurrences
of Y and X members are 132,588 and 88,960 respectively.
Table 4. Occurrences of gradable pairs Y and X9

Y
big
high
old
wide
tall
thick

Counts
288,075
209,747
207,448
42,179
24,082
23,999

Mean

132,588

X
small
low
young
narrow
short
thin

Counts
181,035
74,248
160,898
19,313
73,017
25,250

Mean

88,960

The mean occurrence of Y outnumbers that of X. As for Y members, the frequency
of thick is the lowest (N=23,999), whereas that of big is the highest (N=288,075).
As for X members, the adjective narrow occurs least frequently (N=19,313), whereas
the adjective small appears most frequently (N=181,035). Out of six sets, two sets
show deviations from the distributional pattern presented in Table 4: short/tall and
thin/thick. The counts of Y and X are reversed.
The ten most frequent collocates of each adjective is presented in the Appendix.

4. Discussion
4.1 Frequency of gradable pairs
Overall the occurrence of the antonym having much of the property is greater
than that of its X counterpart, as shown in Table 4. Hence the prediction that the
unmarked antonyms are used much more frequently than their marked counterparts is
borne out. The exceptions to this tendency are the two pairs, short/tall and thin/thick,
8
9

The extracted collates have a Mutual Information score of 3.0 or higher.
The pairs are listed in the decreasing order of the frequencies of Ys.
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i.e., the marked members occur more frequently than their unmarked counterparts.
The deviance of the first pair, short and tall, can be attributed to the fact that the
adjective short can be used as an antonym of another common adjective, long. The
occurrence of the adjective long in the corpus is 277,641. If we add the occurrences
of tall and long, it outnumbers the occurrence of short. As for the second pair, even
though the occurrence of thin is greater than that of thick, the difference between
them is pretty small. Also, as with the short/tall pair, the adjective thin is a
candidate for an antonym of the adjectives fat or chubby. That must have affected
the greater frequency of thin than that of thick.

4.2 Collocates of gradable pairs
The function of gradable pairs is examined with reference to their collocates. The
main function of adjectives is to modify or predicate an entity. Hence, it is predicted
that adjectives mostly co-occur with nouns. The extracted collocates of the adjectives
are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Top ten collocates of Ys and Xs

Common
collocates

Y

Collocates of Y only

Collocates of X only

X

big

deal, difference, picture,
ten, bang, brother, screen,
mistake, fan, bucks

old

years, friend, testament,
plain, dominion, twelve,
fashioned

high

school(s), low, junior,
pressure, blood

level(s), high, vision, voice,
rate(s), heat relatively, prices,

low

thick

black, inch(es), smoke,
glasses, dark

air, layer, tall, line, cut, lips,
hair, slices, strips, ice

thin

town(s), business, bowl,
relatively amount(s),
small
size, percentage, pieces
man/men, woman, children, girl(s),
young
lady/ladies adults, boy
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tall

feet, man, inches, thin,
woman, six, grass, trees,
stood, building

term, hair, story/stories,
cut, period, break,
stopped, distance, fall

short

variety, open, receiver,
street(s), road, focus,
wide feet, web, inches, mouth, eyes, range
narrow
path, gap, straight, strip
array
Among the six pairs, four pairs share common collocates, as shown in Table 5:
old/young, high/how, thick/thin and wide/narrow pairs. The two pairs do not share
any collocates at all: big/small and tall/short pairs. Hence as far as the common
collocates are concerned, the first four pairs more qualify as antonyms than the latter
two do. Let us first examine the pairs which have common collocates.
The pair old and young shares two lemmas, man and lady, which reveals that the
two adjectives are employed to describe persons’ age. The adjective old co-occurring
with years is used to refer to a person’s age, forming a lexical bundle with a
number, number years old. Among the numbers of age, twelve occurs most
frequently with the phrase years old. Except for the number twelve, other numbers
are also included in the top 100 recurrent collocates of old. Though why these age
groups are more prominently mentioned should be dealt with in another study, the
frequent use of twelve can be inferred from some of the data. It is probably because
at the age of around twelve, a child starts a secondary education and thus is
regarded as turning into an adolescent, as shown in concordance lines in (6).
(6) a. “By the time I was twelve years old, I had gone to thirteen public
schools,” she says.
b. I should have known. When I was twelve years old, I entered the
7th-grade science fair.
The other collocates, plain, fashioned, testament and dominion, are due to
semi-idiomatic lexical bundles or compounds, plain old, old fashioned, Old
Testament and Old Dominion. On the other hand, the collocates of young show that
the adjective young is used to describe the youngness of a person.
The pair, high and low, share the words level(s), rate(s), and heat. The word low
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is used to refer to lowness of such qualities as voice, prices and vision. On the other
hand, the two collocates of high, school and junior, are used to refer to educational
institutions or school grades, as shown in concordance lines (7).
(7) a. total number of teachers (not specified as to whether they were
middle school or high school)
b. all adopted from China and Sophie is the eldest and she’s a junior in
high school.
c. if you want to call it a joke, since I was in junior high school. It
hasn’t improved with age.
The remaining two collocates of high, blood and pressure, come from the compound,
high blood pressure. Noteworthy is that among the examined six pairs, only these
two adjectives have their antonyms in the top ten collocates as highlighted in Table
5. This fact accords with Stubbs’ (2006: 23) observation that “semantically
contrasting words co-occur in text with a frequency much higher than chance.”10
The pair, thick and thin, share the collocates, air, layer, hair, and slices, which
mostly refer to physical entities. The word thick is found to co-occur with nouns
such as glasses and smoke. It also tends to co-occur with the measurement
expression inch(es). Interesting is that thick co-occurs with other adjectives, black
and dark. Thick in these cases is used either to modify (as in (8a) and (8b)) or to
be juxtaposed with the following adjective (as in (8c) and (8d)).
(8) a. Rita had thick dark red hair which glinted in the sunlight that
streamed through her big picture.
b. The second man wore thick dark blond hair pulled straight back in
a band.
c. Stocky and bowlegged, with cropped black hair and a thick mustache
d. The honey was thick and dark, with a strong country taste.

10

The other pairs also have their corresponding counterparts as recurring collocates, albeit not in the
top ten. For instance, the adjective wide has narrow as its 34th frequent collocate and thin has thick
th
as its 20 frequent collocate. The two pairs, big/small and old/young do not have their counterparts
in the top 100 frequent collocates.
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On the other hand, thin is associated with concrete subjects such as line, lips and
strips. Thin also makes a lexical bundle with the verb cut as in (9), especially in
cooking recipes.
(9) a. Slice tenderloin crosswise into 1/4-inch-thick pieces, then cut each
into thin strips.
b. Arrange onions and tomatoes in alternating slices on 4 serving plates.
Cut steak into thin slices.
That is, cut + something + into + thin + slices/strips appears to form a lexical
bundle. Noteworthy is that thin is strongly associated with another adjective tall.
Presumably, in describing persons’ appearances, people tend to associate thinness
with tallness.
The pair, narrow and wide, share the two words, eyes and range. The first
collocate eyes pertains to a physical/concrete entity, while the second collocate range
refers to an abstract notion. Except for the common words, the collocates of narrow
show that narrow is commonly used to refer to physical sizes. When narrow
co-occurs with another adjective straight, they are juxtaposed to describe an object
such as a path, a road or a street, which is also one of the most frequent collocates
of narrow. On the other hand, the adjective wide is used to describe a variety of
notions, from the range or measurement (e.g., variety, array, and feet) to physical
size (e.g., feet, mouth and open). The concordance lines of wide occurring with feet
in (10) show the different meanings of feet.
(10) a. brothers, perhaps in their late 20s, both slight, muscled, with wide
feet.
b. of wagon box or platform made of four or five planks, about three
feet wide and four feet long.
The two collocates receiver and web are due to the compounds wide receiver and
World Wide Web respectively.
The two pairs, big/small and tall/short, do not have any common collocates. Let
me first turn to the big/small pair. The examination of the top ten collocates of big
reveals that big is collocated with another word to form compounds (such as Big
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Bang and Big Ten) or lexical bundles (such as big difference and big mistake).11 The
use of big in the latter cases must have to do with the intensifying function of big.
As noted by Quirk et al (1985: 430), the adjective big can be employed as an
intensifying adjective as in the example a big baby (very babyish) or a big fool
(very foolish). The examination of the top 100 collocates of big reveals that most
lexical bundles contain the intensifying big. This intensifying function of big must
contribute to the high frequency of big and the semi-fossilized expressions, which
again differentiated the collocates of big from those of small.
Neither do the two adjectives big and small share common collocates, nor does
the adjective big have any of the top ten collocates of small in its top 100
collocates. This leads us to ask the question about the antonymy relationship between
the two adjectives. Instead, the adjective large shares two collocates with small,
which are bowl and amount. Hence, large can better qualify as an antonym of small
as far as collocation is concerned. On the other hand, the adjective small is used to
describe the size of objects such as a company, a business, a bowl or pieces. It is
also used to refer to an amount or a portion of something. Two of the ten collocates
clearly carry this meaning: amount(s) and percentage, as shown in (11).
(11) a. But doctor after doctor we talked to said there is such a small
amount of mercury.
b. It’s a very small percentage of the nearly 5,000 visas we give a
year.
Noticeable is that the adverb relatively is collocated with small. The same adverb
also appears in the top 10 collocates list of low.
The pair tall/short does not share common collocates either. Even the top
hundred collocates of tall does not contain any of top ten collocates of short. The
adjective tall is used to describe the physical size of such entities as a person, grass,
trees and buildings. Also it forms a lexical bundle with the measure expression feet,
which is normally accompanied by a specific number, as shown in (12).
(12) a. By the time I was seventeen, I was two inches over six feet tall
11

All the ten collocations are actually registered as lexical entries in an online dictionary.
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and was beginning to look freakish.
b. Was he a man - he was five feet eleven inches tall - or was he
a boy?
Interestingly, number six is most frequently collocated with the lexical bundle feet
tall. Why six feet tall is more prominent than the others should also be examined in
terms of cultural aspects concerning persons’ height in the language community. The
adjective short is used usually refer to either concrete objects (hair or story) or a
certain period of time or space (period, term, break or distance). It is also employed
mainly in (semi)-idiomatic expressions such as cut something short, stop short (of) or
fall short (of), as shown in the concordance lines (13).
(13) a. Poverty cut short her education. After graduating from high school,
she worked for four years.
b. The pen, already poised above the document, stopped short of the
paper.
c. But the supply is expected to fall short of the demand ...
As mentioned above, the top ten collocates of both adjectives do not overlap at all.
Instead, the other adjective long shares three collocates with short, which are hair,
term and period. Hence, the adjective long can be better regarded as an antonym of
short in terms of collocation.
Among the pairs examined in the current study, two pairs do not share
collocates: the big/small pair and the tall/short pair. Instead, the other Y adjectives,
large and long, can better qualify as the antonyms of the respective X adjectives, as
far as collocation is concerned. Except for these two pairs, the other pairs have
overlapping collocates, which means the antonyms are used to modify or predicate
the same types of entities. At the same time, the antonyms are found to be employed
in different semantic fields. These two pairs, big/small and tall/short, also belong to
the category in which the Y member is not included in the top hundred collocates of
the X member (cf. Stubbs, 2006). The three pairs high/low, thick/thin, and
wide/narrow have their respective antonyms within their top 100 collocates, as
discussed in footnote 10 above. These two facts taken into account, it could be
concluded that the last three pairs, high/low, thick/thin, and wide/narrow, can better
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qualify as antonyms than the remaining ones. In the case of the other three pairs,
one member of the pair has another prominent alternative counterpart. That must
account for the less overlapping between the two members. For instance, the X
adjectives small and short have other salient antonyms, large and long. In the case
of the old/young pair, the Y adjective old has another salient antonym new.

5. Conclusions
This study examined the nature of antonymy relations of six gradable pairs in
terms of their frequencies and collocation in COCA. For the analysis, the frequencies
of twelve adjectives were counted. At the same time, the mean frequencies of the
unmarked members and the marked members were counted. The counted numbers
revealed that the unmarked members of the pairs were used more frequently than
their marked counterparts, which supports the prediction that the unmarked adjectives
are employed more frequently than their marked counterparts in general.
The analysis of the collocation of the adjectives showed that the chosen pairs
differ in terms of the extent to which they share common collocates. Four pairs have
common collocates, which implicates that the antonyms can play in the same
semantic fields. The pairs old/young, high/low, thick/thin and wide/narrow belong to
this category. On the other hand, two pairs, big/small and tall/short, do not share
any collocates. Hence in terms of the common collocates, the first four pairs were
claimed to better qualify as antonyms than the latter two. As discussed in section 4,
the reason the latter two pairs do not have common collocates was claimed to be the
presence of other salient antonyms. In the case of the big/small pair, the adjectives
such as large and great can also be regarded as antonyms of small. Likewise, in the
case of the tall//short pair, short can be used as an antonym of another common
adjective long.
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Appendix
Figure 1: Collocates of short

Figure 2: Collocates of tall

Figure 3: Collocates of narrow

Figure 4: Collocates of wide

Figure 5: Collocates of low

Figure 6: Collocates of high

Figure 7: Collocates of thin

Figure 8: Collocates of thick

Figure 9: Collocates of small

Figure 10: Collocates of big
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Figure 11: Collocates of young
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Figure 12: Collocates of old

